
                   
 

   

SS3 

Date :  20.01.2017 
Jour : 2 Flash N° : 16 
Epreuve Spéciale :  AGNIERES-EN-DEVOLUY - LE MOTTY Distance : 24,63 km 
Météo : Sunshine – 12° 
Conditions de route :  Dry road, 80% of iced 
 

 

 
 1. OGIER / INGRASSIA  
« In a very icy junction, I don’t know what happened. The car didn’t turn, I slid into the ditch & I was 
stuck. Not the start we wanted »  
 
2. TANAK / JARVEOJA 
« Really tricky - some bad moments. Some radio interference too, we could hear people in our team talking, 
and that was distracting. »  
 
3. EVANS / BARRITT 
« Nothing. It's just the grip I have. I went in the ditch once but that was just 10 seconds. »  
 
5. NEUVILLE / GILSOUL 
«It was ok. I was careful towards the end. Car is really nice to drive and I enjoyed the stage even if it was 
very slippery »  
 
6. SORDO / MARTI 
« Some places it felt not much faster than the recce. Not great at all. It's difficult to learn the grip on the 
surface. It's changing. We are really slow, no? »  
 
7. MEEKE / NAGLE 
« I can't believe after all that there's only a few seconds in it! It's a lottery. Some places are sheet ice - you 
lose a lot there. The snow's not so bad. It's easy to lose a minute here and not know why. So it's good »  
 
8. LEFEBVRE / MOREAU 
« All is okay today. I've never driven in these conditions. I take zero risks. The car is perfect. »  
 
10. LATVALA / ANTTILA 
« I'm sure we lost one minute near the end. There was a section of Tarmac but you can't use it - it's so cold 
the tyres have no heat in them »  
 
11. HANNINEN / LINDSTROM 
« Okay. Nothing special. I lost some time passing Evans. Otherwise okay »  
 
12. BREEN / MARTIN 
« Unbelievable. I've never seen anything like it in my life. I just tried to keep it neat and tidy. Trying to learn 
with every kilometres and see how we go. »  
 
 



                   
 

   

SS 3 

Date :  20.01.2017 
Day: 2 Flash N° : 17 
Special Stage:  AGNIERES-EN-DEVOLUY – LE MOTTY Distance : 24,63 km 
Weather: -12°C, sunny 
Road Conditions :  Dry road, 80% of ice patches 
 

 

 
31. MIKKELSEN / JAEGER SYNNEVAAG 
“A very difficult stage all the way through. It was very slippery even with four studded tyres.” 
 
36. BONATO / BOULLOUD 
“We are very disappointed. We are going to have to retire. Our engine has broken down.” 
Retired  
 
39. CAMILLI / VEILLAS 
“We were very careful all along, but we almost went off road a few times.” 
 
40. BOUFFIER / GIRAUDET 
“I wasn’t at ease, it is too slippery. We lost a lot at the end compared to our adversaries.” 
 
42. CRUGNOLA / FERRARA 
“We made a small hit because of a slight mistake. Our rear left axle was opened. The rest of the day will be 
complicated.” 
 
71. ASTIER / VAUCLARE 
“I really enjoyed this stage even if we had a few frights.” 
 
21. DELECOUR / SAVIGNONI 
“The Fiat 124 Abarth is a great car but the rear axle is too light to drive correctly on the snow.” 
 
23. DUMAS / DE TURCKHEIM 
“It’s not great to drive a Porsche on the ice, we lack traction and cannot enjoy fully the engine power.” 
 
77. TEMPESTINI / BERNACCHINI 
Retired because of a mechanical problem  
 
78. BURRI / REY 
“We had no grip, it was tough keeping up on the tracks, even at idling speed.” 
 
82. CARRET / MATHIAS 
Forfeit 
 
 
 
 
 



                   
 

   

SS 3 

Date :  20.01.2017 
Day: 2 Flash N° : 18 
Special Stage:  AGNIERES-EN-DEVOLUY – LE MOTTY Distance : 24,63 km 
Weather: -12°C, sunny  
Road Conditions :  Dry road, 80% of black ice 
 
 
 
83. LOPEZ / ROZADA 
“We had a small hit at the rear left axle, it punctured the tyre and we lost a lot of time.” 
 
61. ALTHAUS / BAYARD 
“Very tough stage, we went off road a few times but hopefully didn’t brake anything.” 
 
80. BISAHA / HOVORKA 
“It’s Holiday on Ice stage!” 
 
81. BOLAND / MORRISSEY 
“Great stage! I really enjoyed myself driving through this stage!” 
 
86. BAFFOUN /LARUE 
“I’m getting better at understanding the car. I overtook the car ahead of me, I’m really happy with the 
performance.”  
 
105. DOLCE / AYASSE 
“We punctured a tyre 5 km after the start. But we could only change the tyre 5 km before the arrival. In 
between, it was tough!” 
 
84. VUKASOVIC / GROUX 
“Not a great pace. I’m still not entirely at ease with the car.” 
 
106. METIFFIOT / METIFFIOT 
“The stage was much trickier than the notes we had from the recce.” 
 
102. RAGEAU / RAGEAU 
“Very slippery stage all the way through. We remained careful.” 
 
111. CHAREYRE / LEBRETTON 
“The worst conditions I ever had to face during a stage! Despite that, I’m really glad with my time.” 
 
87. SOUFFEZ / SELLIN 
“Let’s forget about this stage… Moreover, we hit the front right axle.” 
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